Jamboree Flash Update

Weather Gear

Rainstorms at the WSJ Site are often sudden and intense. Long periods of drizzle, although rarer, can impact the experience of scouts. All attendees should be adequately prepared for rain.

Rain Gear Should Be:
- Lightweight
- Compressible
- “Shell” Style (to wear comfortably over “warming” layers)
- Includes a hood
- Carried during any day expecting rain
- Breathable

Sunny weather will range between 80-95°F (28-32°C). Evening temperatures will often drop below 50°F (10°C). Evening jackets are a must-have item.

Cold/Evening Gear Should Be:
- Lightweight
- Wind Resistant
- Breathable
- Suitable for Evenings (ideally not dark colors)
- “Soft Shell” style jackets are a great option